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THIS AGREEMENT WAS MADE AND ENTERED INTO BY AND BETWEEN THE TOWN OF
ROTTERDAM, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION WITH OFFICES AT SUNRISE
BOULEVARD, ROTTERDAM, NEW YORK, HEREINAFTER ALSO REFERRED TO AS
"EMPLOYER" OR "TOWN" ANI:: THE ROTTERDAM PATROW.AN' S BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION, HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE AT ROTTERDAM, NEW YORK,
HEREINAFTER ALSO REFERRED TO AS "ASSOCIATION".
THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
TWENTY-NINE (29) SEPARATE ARTICLES
COMPRISEDPARTIES IS OF
AGREEMENT MADE AND ENTERED INTO THE DAY OF, _
BY AND BETWEEN THE TOWN OF ROTI'ERDAM, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, WITH
ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE AT SUNRISE BOULEVA..1W, ROTI'ERDAM, NEW YORK, AND
THE ROTTERDAL"f PATROL.."fEN I S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION , FL~.VING ITS
PRINCIPAL OFFICE AT 101 PRINCE TOWN ROAD, ROTTERDAM, NEW YOR..T< ,
HEREINAFTER ALSO REFERRED TO AS "ASSOCIATION". '
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ARTICLE I
APPLICABLE LAWS
SECTION 1: . . This agreement shall be construed in accord~~cewith
the provisions of the Public Employee's Fair Employment Act of 1967
(commonly referred to as the Taylor Law), the New York State Civil
Service Law, the General Municipal Law and any and all local
ordinances and laws of the Town of Rotterdam and the State of New
York that may pertain thereto.
ARTICLE II
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
SECTION 1: The Employer retains and reserves unto itself all
rights, powers, authorities, duties and responsibilities conferred
upon it and vested in it by law, rules and regulations, including
the power to hire, fire, appoint, promote and direct the workforce
consistent with law and th~s agreement.
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ARTICLE III
ASSOCIATION RECOGNITION
SECTION 1:
' '
Pursuant to and in accordance with the Public
Employee's Fair,Employment Act and all other applicable laws, the
EHPLOYER hereby recognizes the ROTTERDAl.f PATROU~ "11 S BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION, INC. thereinafter referred to as the ASSOCIATION, as
the exclusive representative of all EMPLOYEES of the Rotterdam
Police Department who hold police status with regard to and for the
purpose of collective bargaining with respect to rates of pay,
wages, hours of employment, working conditions, be~efits and the
administration of grievances arising under the terms and conditions
of employment as provided in the Taylor Law.
SECTION 2: The rights herein accorded to the ASSOCIATION shall
be unchallenged from January 1, 1997 and for a period of FORTY
EIGHT (48) months hereafter until December 31, 2000, which is the
expiration date of this agreement.
A. If the parties hereto have failed to agree upon a new
contracton or before Dec~~er 31, 2000, all of the te~s
and conditions s'et forth in this agreement with ar..y
supplements or modifications thereof, shall continue in
full force and effect until the date of execution of a
new 'agreement.
SECTION 3: The ASSOCI.~TION hereby affirms that it does not
assert the right ,to strike against the TOWN or assist or partici-
pate in any ~uch strike or call upon its m~~ers to conduct, assist
or participate in such a strike.
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--- ARTICLE IVI
DUES, PAYROLL ASSESSMENTS AND DEDUcrIONS
SECI'ION 1: .' The EMPLOYERagrees to deduct from the wages of each
employee of the ~otterdam Police Department who is a member of the
ASSOCIATION and who has signed an authorized payroll deduction
form, any and all dues andlor assessments levied and certified by
the ASSOCIATION. Said deductions, dues and lor assessments shall
be remitted to the Treasurer of the ASSOCIATION by the TOWN no
later than the next pay period.
A. Effective January 1, 1991, the TOWN shall deduct from the
wages of those members of the DEPARTMENT, a service fee
(agency shop fee) equivalent to the total annual per
capita dues paid by members of the ASSOCIATION, such
service fee shall be deducted in the same manner as
payroll deductions of dues and transmitted to the
treasurer of the ASSOCIATION by the Town no later than
the next pay period.
SECI'ION 2: ~he TOWN agrees to deduct from the wages of each
member of the Rotterdam Police Department, who desires and has
signed an authorized payroll deduction form for participation in
the Transims Federal Credit Union program. Said deduction shall be
remitted to the Transims Federal Credit Union by the TOw"N as
stipulated and in accordance with the procedure of the program.
SECTION 3: The TOWN agrees to deduct from the wages of each
member of the Rotterdam Police Department, who desires.and has
signed an authorized payroll deduction form for participation in an
I.R.A. (individual retirement account) program. The TOWN and the
ASSOCIATION agree that the choice of that bank or facilityshall be
the ASSOCIATION'S. The TOWN agrees to remit said amount. so
deducted on a monthly basis to said facility, the TOw~ shall have
no further responsibility concerning this I.R.A. section.
~.,
SECTION 3A: The TOWN agrees to deduct from the wages of each
member of the Rotterdam Police Department, who desires and has
signed an authorized payroll deduction form for participat{on in a
DEFERRED COMPENSATION PROGRAM.
., .
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SECTION 4: The TOWN agrees that any and all dues, assessments
and/or payroll deductions authorized by an EMPLOYEE shall be so
indicated on the EMPLOYEE'S paycheck deduction form.
.
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ARTICLE V
DEFINITIONS
Terms as they ,relate to this AGREEMENT shall be defined as follows:
1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
\
''-...-
EMPLOYER - shall mean the Town of Rotterdam
TOWN - shall mean the Town of Rotterdam
EMPLOYEE - shall mean any member of the Rot terdam Police'
Department who holds police officer status.
ASSOCIATION - shall mean the Rotterdam patrolman's Benevolent
Association Inc.
ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE - shall mean any member of the
Rotterdam Patrolman's Benevolent Association Inc. who has been
duly elected or appointed to represent the ASSOCIATION or its
members as that representation may relate to this agreement.
DEPARTMENT - shall mean the Rotterdam Police DeDartment
SENIORITY - shall mean an. EMPLOYEE'S credited time of service
in the Rotterdam Police Department.
PATROLMAN INVESTIGATOR - shall mean any Employee assigned to
the DetectiveDivision or Youth Services Division who has and
holds the permanent Civil Service rank of Patrolman.
INVESTI'GATOR - shall mean any. employee assigned to the
Detective Division or Youth Services Division who has held the
title of Patrolman-Investigator for three (3) consecutive
years and is granted tenure in rank of Investigator in
accordance with applicable laws.
RETIREE - shall mean any person prev~ous.iyempioyeci:Oy tilt::
Rotterdam Police Department as a police officer and who has
either retired under a normal or any disability ret~rement
under the New York State Retirement System.
.
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SCHEDULED TOUR OF DUTY - shall mean an Employee's
scheduleas posted by the DEPARTMENT at least thirty (30)
prior to its effective date.
work
days
POLICE.OFFICER pA.~~~nIC - shall mean Civil Service position
appointed -as Police Officer Paramedic and described as a
Police Patrolman as defined by New York State Civil Service
who in addition must have a valid certificate as an EMT-4
issued by New York State Department of Health and whose duty
functions are 60% emergency medical as classified in position
duty statement. This department shall have a paramedic unit
comprised of a minimum of six (6) Police Officer Paramedics
which unit shall be considered separate and distinct from
regular patrol unit but shall be part of the Uniform Patrol
Division.
SERGEANT - shall mean a police officer who holds the rank of
Police Sergeant as defined by New York State Civil Service
Law.
LIECTENANT - shall mean a oolice officer who holds the ra...'1kof
Police Lieutenant as 4efined by New York State Civil Service
Law.
DEPUTY ~. - shall mean a Dolice officer who holds the rank
of Deputy Chief as defined by New York State Civil Service
Law.
CHIEF - shall mean a police officer who holds the ra..."1kof
Chief as defined by New York State Civil Service Law.
OFFICER IN CHARGE - shall mean a person in the 1st level
supervisoryposition. An OFFICER IN CHARGEshall be designat-
ed based upon seniority. AN OFFICER IN CHARGE may not be
below the rank of patrolman 1st. An employee working in the
::2.;.:=.:::...I;~'
'==
:. p,:<!.:..,:",: 0=fir:-~:. 1?~ "'~m~r1;~ m3Y not serve as an
OFFICER IN CHARGE. This shall not prohibit a Police Officer
Paramedic from working overtime as a Patrolman, and in that
capacity, serving as an 'OFFICER IN CHARGE. Compensation for
.
OFFICER IN CHARGE shall be covered under ARTICLE XII of this
Agreement.
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GRIEVANCE - shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpreta-
tion or inequitable application of existing laws relative to
employees rights and working conditions, departmental rules,
procedures, regulations, administrative orde~s or working
conditions which apply to members of the department including
the provisions of the labor contract between EMP:t;.OYER AND
ASSOCIATION.
RECRUIT - shall mean a police officer from the date of their
appointment to the department until their successful comple-
.
tion of the Basic Course For Police Officers(Police Academy).
Upon successful completion from the Basic Course For Police
Officers the said employee shall become a patrolman grade
five.
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ARTICLE VI
BASIC WORK WEEK, TOUR OF DUTY AND EXTRA DUTY TIME
SECTION 1:
all EMPLOYEES.
The basic work week shall be forty (40) hours for
SECTION 2: It is ac~~owledged that the schedules and tours of
duty for all EMPLOYEES may be altered in the event of any strikes,
riots or "EMERGENCIES":
"EMERGENCIES" shall be defined as unforeseen circumstanc-
es or unforeseen events that call for prompt and immedi-
ate action on the part of the Police Department of the
Town of Rotterdam.
A.
In the circumstances of preplanned events such as
parades, large gatherings, public displays or other
mass gatherings, dependant upon the impact upon public.
safety and an evaluation of the circumstances surro~~ding
the event when a need for additional officers is re-
quired, the following procedure shall apply:
B.
- (2)
",
\ '.
',,-.
(1) If the EMPLOYER is notified of the event in excess
of seven (7) days, an overtime list will be posted
in the muster room and a notice will be read at
muster advising. The notice will remain posted
for five .(5) days. Members who are available to
work and desire the overtime shall sign. If there
1.S a coni.l.J.c"t. regaraJ...ng nUIru::H:-c ul. u.c.c1.(.,.;I::J..~ J..&.cc.';c"'::
vs number of men signed, the preference in assign-
ment will go to those officers with the least
amount of overtime worked...by seniority.
.
If notified of the event with less than seven (7)
days notice, officers shall be polled utilizing
the overtime list.
9
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(3) In the event that sufficient officers cannot be
scheduled bi- following procedures 1 and 2 above,
the event shall be deemed an emergency. In this
case the schedule of required officers shall be
. filled by mandatory scheduling of officers with the
least seniority. .however , once so mandated, the
o£fi.csr is protected. from further such mandate
until the full roster of rank has been likewise
mandated or the event requires full callout.
Members who are on approved leave status are exempt
from mandatory call back.
c. In the event of a strike, riot or emergency, the guide-
lines as stipulated in ARTICLE'VII of this AGREEMENT
regardingovertime and recall shall apply. '
D. In the event of an illness, emergency, leave, training,
or other circumstances whereby an EMPLOYEE'S scheduled
tour of duty must be altered by the DEPARTMENT, all
EMPLOYEES affected by such alteration must be given a
minimum of forty-eight (48) hours adv~~ce notice of such
alteration.
(1) After said forty-eight (48) hour advance notice is
given, the overtime and recall provisions of this
AGREEMENT shall not apply except as provided in
ARTICLE XX, SECTION 3.
SECTION 3: An EMPLOYEE's scheduled days off and/or scheduled
tour of duty shall not be altered for the purpose of'avoiding
overtime, to maintain established minimum manpower standards of the
DEPARTMENT, or to allow leave request~ of an EMPLOYEE with the
exceptio~s as stipulated in A-~TICLE VI, SECTION 2 B and SECTION 2
B 3.
I'''' SECTION 4: The Chief of Police or his designate shall prepare
and post the Departmental work schedule. The Departmental work
schedule'shall be posted at least thirty (30) days in advance and
shall become effective on the first (1$t) Monday of each month and
shall remain in effect until the following month subject to
unforeseeable emergencies. The work schedule as posted shall
become each EMPLOYEE'S "scheduled tour of duty" as related to this
AGREEMENT.
,
'
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SECTION 5: The Chief of Police or his designate snail prepare
and post the Departmental Shift Schedule. The Departmental Shift
Schedule shall be posted no later than November 1st of the
preceding year and shall become effective on the 1st Monday of the
following year, subject to unforeseeable emergencies.
A. After'the shift schedule has been posted, each EMPLOYEE
shall then be directed to examine said schedule and sign
their n~ues, within ra~~ ar.d by order of seniority, to
the shift position of their choice. Once posted,
officers may review schedule for ten (10) days - thereaf- ,
ter each officer, by seniority, shall have 24 hours to
sign.
B. In cases of "swing shifts", the prescribed manner of
movement shall be clearly outlined for the review
of the officers before signing.
~.,---
SECTION 6: The EMPLOYER agrees that the privilege of exchanging
shifts between officers as referred to in the Departmental Rules
and Regulations shall continue as in the past and as administered
by the DEPARTMENT.
SECTION 7: All uniformed officers agree to report for duty
fifteen (15) minutes prior to their scheduled tours of duty for the
purpose of patrol muster. This extra duty time shall not be
computed in the basic work week, but said extra duty shall be
compensated to each uniformed officer at the rate of five (5) days
off with pay'per year. This is an established muster rate of pay
which is not the regular duty rate of pay. This time shall be'
taken in a block of five (5) days to be scheduled by seniority
following,signups for vacation and holiday periods.
,
," SECTION 8: It is hereby acknowledged that SECTION 1 of this
ARTICLE may be waived upon mutual agreement of the EMPLOYER and any
individual unit or division within the department as long as such
unit or division agreement does not adversely affect or impact upon
any other unit or division. ' '
,
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ARTICLE VII
OVERTIME - RECALL
SECTION 1: . . For the purpose of this ARTICLE, the following terms
shall be defined as follows:
I.
,
.0'
l.-
A. ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEE shall mean all EMPLOYEES. However,
employees of the rank of Lieutenant and above are
eligible only for operational field work performed.
Operational field work is any work which is performed
outside their normal scheduled tour of duty which is not
their normal administrative function or as approved by
the Chief of Police.
B. RECALL shall mean any time an EMPLOYEE is called to work
at a time other than his regularly scheduled tour of
duty. Recall shall not apply to investigators when in
"on call" status but shall apply to all other recall
circumstances.
c. OVERTIME shall mean any time worked in excess of a
scheduled eight (8) hour .tour of duty.
D. AUTHORIZEDPOLICE SCHOOL shall mean any school, course of
instruction or seminar approved by the Chief of Police
which shall include Departmental Training courses.
E. COURT HEARING TIME shall mean any time an. EMPLOYEE'S
appearance is mandated by Subpoena, Departmental Memo,
Directive or order of an EMPLOYEEIS superior or at a
Motor Vehicle Hearing, State Liquor Authority Hearing,
Criminal Court Hearing or Civil Case Hearing or preceding
or appearance before an authorized Administrative Agency
or Board when said appearance is mandated due to the
. EMPLOYEE'S position as police officer.
F. JURY DUTY shall mean any time an employee is called to
report for JURY DUTY. An EMPLOYEE reporting for JURY
DUTY, shall do so in lieu of their scheduled daily duty
assignment. Compensation shall be as..if the EMPLOYEE
reported for their normal tour of duty for that day.
12
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SECTION 2: The EMPLOYER agrees to pay all EMPLOYEES overtime
and recall compensation at a rate of one and one half (1 1/2) hours
for each hour worked as overtime.
SECTION 3: . Further, the EMPLOYER agrees that RECALL and COURT
HEARING TIME shall be subject to a minimum compensation of three
(3) hours, computed at a rate of one a~d one half hou~s fo~ each
hour, based upon the highest rate of the eligible EMPLOYEE'S rank.
A. Minimum compensation shall apply to any recall duty or
court/hearing time of three (3) hours or less. Any time
worked in excess of three (3) hours shall be compensated
and computed at a rate of one and one half (1 1/2) hours
for each hou~ wo~ked based UDon the highest rate of the
ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEE'S rank.
SECTION 4: The EMPLOYER agrees that any EMPLOYEE who attends an
authorized police school will be compensated at the rate of one and
one half (1 1/2) hours for each hour of overtime worked based upon
the highest rate of the ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEE'S ra~~, if such atten-
dance requires the EMPLOYEE to work beyond an eight (8) hour tour
of duty or beyond a forty (40) hour duty week except as provided in
ARTICLE XX SECTION 3.
SECTION 5: The EMPLOYER agrees that any compensation due as
outlined in this ARTICLE shall be paid in money to the &~LOYEE,
provided however that the EMPLOYEE may, at his discretion, elect to
be compensated for such time worked in the form of Compensatory
Leave Credits which shall be computed in hours at the same rate and
manner as m~netary compensation. However, compensation due for
overtime or recall because of replacement of perso~~el on leave is
subject to the following limitation:
A. The employee may elect to take up to a maximum of 2/3 of
the overtime earned in compensatory time. Example: Work
eight (8) hours, earn twelve (12) hours -- may take eight
(8) hours or less compensatory time and remainderin pay,
or all in pay.
(
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ARTICLE VIII
INSURANCE ; LIFE AND DISABILITY
LIFE INSURANCE
A. The EMPLOYER shall provide each EMPLOYEE on active duty
with the DEP~~TMENT on or after January 1, 1983 with a
whole life insurance policy for the amount stipulated
below: The total cost of such insurance coverage shall
be borne equally between the EMPLOYER and the ASSOCIA- .
TION.
(1) EMPLOYEE: $15,000.00
(2) RETIREE: $ 7,500.00
B. The EMPLOYER shall provide each EMPLOYEE who RETIRES from
the DEPARTMENT on or after January 1, 1983 with a paid up
whole life insurance policy in the principal sum of Seven
Thousand Five Hundred dollars ($7, 500). The total cost
of such insurance coverage shall be borne equally between
the TOWN and the ASSOCIATION.
c. Any and all divid~nds generated by the policies mentioned
herein shall be, applied' to the total cost of such
coverage thereby reducing the total premium. Any and all
reductions realized by such application shall be shared
equally between the TOWN and the ASSOCIATION.
D. Any cash values generated by the policies mentioned
herein shall belong to the individual Erf.PLOYEE or RETIREE
to-be used at his/her discretion. '
E. The Insurance Company of such life insurance shall be
- determined by mutual agreement between the TOw~ and the
ASSOCIATION.
-,'
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The EMPLOYER shall, pursuant to Chapter 882 of the LAW of
the State of New York for the year 1958 (General M~~ici-
pal Law, SECTION 208, Subdivision b), entitled "POLICEMEN
- DEATH BENEFITS FOR BENEFICIARIES", pay all the benefits
provided for therein to deceased policemen's beneficia-
ries for death resulting to any regular member of the
DE?l<..RTMD.'"T incurred in the performance of duty as a
m~~er of the DEPARTMENT upon filing by the proper person
of an application therefore within the time specified for
such benefits.
G. The EMPLOYER shall continue to provide each EMPLOYEE who
has already retired from the Police Department of the
TOwilof Rotterdam prior to January 1, '1983, with a life
insurance policy in the principle sum of Two Thousand
Five Hundred (2,500.00) dollars. The total cost of said
policy shall be paid by the EMPLOYER and the ASSOCIATION
agrees that the EMPLOYER shall underwrite or self-insure
as the EMPLOYER shall choose.
H. Life Insurance to be provided to new employees pursuant
to Subdivision A of this- Section shall not take effect
until said policy of insurance has been issued by the
Insurance Company covering said new employee as a named
insured, as provided by the Insurance Company. The
EMPLOYER and ASSOCIATION shall have no liability for
payment of said $15,000.00 death benefit as provided in
Subdivision A 6f this SECTION to new employees in the
event of the death of the said new employee prior to
coyerage of said new employee by the said policy of
insurance.
DISABILITY INS~~CE
A. Effective January 1, 1988, the EMPLOYER agrees to provide
Disability Insurance to all members in accordance with
applicable Disability Insurance Laws.
B. The members agree to pay,. through automatic payroll
deduction, the member's share of such insurance as
stipulated by law... if a co-payment'is not required,
then the EMPLOYER agrees to assume full cost.
15
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c. If Disability Insurance is claimed to offset a covered
illness or injury, the EMPLOYER shall credit the affected
member with sick leave credits used to equal the payment
received by ~he EMPLOYER. The credit shall be computed
at the rate of pay current during the disability period.
D. An EMPLOYEE who claims Disability Insurance for a covered
illness or injury may, at his/her option, present the
check to the EMPLOYER to buy back the used sick leave
during the disability period. The EMPLOYER will credit
the EMPLOYEE with sick leave credits equal to the payment
presented. Such credits shall be computed at the rate of
pay current during the disability period.
ARTICLE IX
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
A. The EM?LO~~~ agrees that effective January 1, 1987 any
member who is adjudged to be liable for any punitive
damage action arising out of an on duty incident which
was within the "members scope of duty and authority and
which was a legal act in violation of no existing laws or
st?tutes shall be fully covered by the EMPLOYER for such
punitive damage judgment and associated expenses and
costs.
B. - The TOWN BOARD shall, prepare and adopt a resolution
specifically providing for the PUNITIVE DAMAGE COVERAGE
as provided for in this article. This resolution shall be
adopted on or before January 1, 1998.
16
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ARTICLE X
MEDICAL - DENTAL
SECTION 1: . . The EMPLOYERshall provide all current retirees and
their dependents., with medical and dental insurance coverage which
is equal to or exceeds the medical and dental insur~~ce coverage
which existed on December 31, 1993. This coverage and insurance
shall be provided to all retirees and their dependants, at no cost
or expense to said retirees.
SECTION 2: The EMPLOYER shall provide all EMPLOYEES and future
retirees, and their dependants, with medical and dental insurance
coverage which is equal to. or exceeds the medical and dental
insurance coverage which existed on December 31, 1996, with the
following modifications:
A. Medical co-payments shall be the responsibility of the
EMPLOYEE or future retiree.
B. Future EMPLOYEES shall contribute 10% of their annual
medical insurance premium costs until reaching the rank
of Patrolman 1st., Upon reaching the rank of Patrolman
1st., the total cost of their medical insurance premiums
shall be paid by the EMPLOYER.
SECTION 3: Medical and dental insurance coverage shall remain
the same in regard to the type of coverage available and co-
payments required for the entire term of this agreement.
SECTION 4: In the event of the death of any such EMPLOYEE or
RETIREE, such coverage and insurance shall continue for his/her
eligible dependentsand for his/her surviving spouse until spouses
death or remarriage. The cost and expense of such coverage and
insurance shall be borne totally by the EMPLOYER.
,.'
l~
SECTION 5: The EMPLOYER shall provide all EMPLOYEES, including
their dependents, with Blue Cross Dental Insurance Program as
described hereinafter; Blue cross Dental Plan Basic Contract with
.
riders A, B, C, D, with expanded dependant coverage to age 23 and
expanded dependant student coverage to age 25. This coverage and
insurance shall be provided to all EMPLOYEES and their dependents
at no cost to said EMPLOYEES or their dependents.
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{ : SECTION 6: In the event of the death of any such EMPLOYEE, such
dental insurance coverage shall continue for his/her eligible
dependents and for his/her surviving spouse until spouses death or
remarriage. The cost and expense of such coverage and insurance
shall be borne totally by the EMPLOYER.
SECTION 7: The EMPLOYER shall provide all EMPLOYEES, including
prior and future retirees and their dependents, with a prescription
drug plan. The coverage and insurance shall be provided to, such
EMPLOYEES and retirees at no cost to themselves, provided however
that the minimal cost outlined in the prescription drug plan under
the heading "CO-PAYMENT" per use of said plan, shall be borne by
the EMPLOYEE or retiree. In the event of the death of any such
EMPLOYEE or retiree, such prescription drug plan coverage and
insurance shall continue for his/her surviving spouse ~~til his/her
death or remarriage. The cost and expense of such coverage and
insurance shall be borne by the EMPLOYER with the exception of
"CO-PAYMENT" as described in this section.
SECTION 8: The EMPLOYER agrees that any EMPLOYEE may, during
enrollment periods, and upon giving one (1) months notice to the
Comptroller of the TOWN, enroll in Community Health Plan (hereinaf-
ter referred to as CEP) or the Mohawk Valley Health Plan (hereinaf-
ter referred to as MVP) as an option to the hospitalization plan
offered and referred to in section 1 of this Article.
SECTION 9: The EMPLOYER agrees that the benefits outlined and
referred to in Section 2 of this Article as they relate to the
survivors of an EMPLOYEE or retiree shall be applicable to any
EMPLOYEE or retiree who duly elects to enroll in CHP or MVP.
SECTION 10: The EMPLOYERagrees that sections 5, 6, 7 and 8
this Art~cle shall, if applicable, apply and pertain to
EMPLOYEE or retiree who duly elects to enroll in CHP or MVP.
of
any
,
.,.
SECTION 11: . EMPLOYEES may refuse medical insurancecoverage and
receive compensation in the amount of $1,000.00 annually, in lieu
of insurance coverage. The $1,000.00 shall be paid to the EMPLOYEE
each year at insurance enrollment time.
( .
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SALARIES, LONGEVITY PAY AND SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
SECTION 1:
PI'")c:;;ri,-.1"1
Chief
Deputy Chief
Lieutenant 1st
Lieutenant 2nd
Sergeant 1st
Sergea..T1. t 2nd
Ptl/Investigator
1st
Ptl/Investigator
2nd
Ptl/Paramedic 1st
Patrolman 1st
~trolman 2nd
Ptl/Paramedic 2nd
Patrolman 3rd and
Ptl/Paramedic 3rd
Patrolman 4th and
Ptl/Paramedic 4th
Patrolman 5th and
Ptl/Paramedic 5th
Recruit
Sala:::-iesa:::-ebased on the following percentage
raises; 1997-2.5%, 1998- 3%, 1999- 3%, 2000- 3.5%.
il9.1.
$77,377.63
$66,943.85
$58,177.30
$55,954.02
$53,730.75
$49,931.30
$50,049.30
$48,090.57
$47,231.36
$46,131.84
$42,725.93
$39,320.00
$36,273.83
$33,012.87
.$28,000.00
.1.9.3..8.
$79,698.96
$68,952.16
$59,922.62
$57,632.64
$55,342.67
$51,429.23
$51,550.78
$49,533.29
$48,648.30
$47,515.79
$44,007'. 70
$40,499.60
$37,362.04
$34,003.26
$30,000.00
13.3..9.
$82,089.92
$71,020.73
$61,720.30
$59,361.62
$57,002.95
$52,972.12
$53,097.30
$51,019.29
$50,107.75
$48,941.26
$45,327.93
$41,714.59
$38,482.90
$35,023.36
$32,000.00
2.O.D.O.
$84,963.07
$73,506.45
$63,880.51
$61,439.28
$58,998.05
$54,826.14
$54,955.71
$52,804.96
$51,861.53
$50,654.21,
$46,914.41
$43,174.60
$39,829.80
$36,249.18
. $ 3 4, 000.00
For purposes of this article, the positions of Lieutenant 2nd, Sergeant 2nd
and Ptl/Investigator 2nd, describe pay grades only, each lasting 1 year from the
date of promotion.
,,'
Patrolman 5th and Ptl/Paramedic 5th pay shall be in effect from successful
completion of Police Academy training, until the 1 year anniversary of the date
of the employee's appointment.
\
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SECTION 2: LONGEVITY PAY
A. The EMPLOYER agrees that all EMPLOYEES shall recei ve
additional compensation based upon length of service as
follows. (for each year of the contract)
At least four (4) years but less than eight (8) years $ 600.00
At least eight (8) years but less than twelve (12) years $1,100.00
At least twelve (12) yrs but less than sixteen (16) yrs $2,000.00
At least sixteen (16) yrs but less than twenty (20) yrs $2,500.00
At least twenty (20) yrs but less than twenty four (24) yrs
$3,000.00
More than twenty four (24) years $3,500.00
B. The additional compensation as provided for in this
Article shall commence upon the completion of the year of
service during which the EMPLOYEE is eligible.
c. The EMPLOYEE shall have the following octions of payment
of his/her longevity:
r O?rION i: to receive his entire. longevity pay divided eq..:ally
into twenty s.ix (26) 'pay periods.
to receive his entire longevity pay in one (1) check
payable on December 31st.
to receive his longevity pay in two (2) equally
divided checks, one to be paid on June 30th and the
second to be paid on December 31st.
to receive his longevity step(s) divided e~~ally
into twenty six (26) pay checks and the remaining
step(s)to be paid in one (1) check on December 31st.
to receive longevity step(s) divided equally into
twenty six (26) pay checks and the remaining step(s)
to be divided into two (2) equal checks one (1)
payable on June 30th and the second to be paid on
December 31st.
OPI'ION 2:
OPTION 3:
OPTION 4:
OPTION 5:
.....
If any of the above options are not available through the
computor payroll plan, then only those options that are
,
available shall apply.
i .
',. .~
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SECTION 3:
A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
SECTION 4:
.'
""
~._-~---
.-. . .
SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
It is agreed that EMPLOYEES regularly scheduled for 2nd
Shift (3:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.) will be compensated in
accordance with section F.
It is ag=eed that EMPLOYEES regularly scheduled for 3rd
shift (11:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.) will be compensated in
accordance with section F.
It is agreed that EMPLOYEES assigned to swing shifts will
be compensated in accordance with section F.
EMPLOYEES covered in Sub A, B &
work overtime shall receive the
their assigned shift regardless
working said overtime.
C of this Section who
shift differential of
of the shift they are
Officers not covered under Subdivisions A, B or C of this
Section working overtime on these shifts shall not
receive shift differential.
All eligible EMPLOYEES shall receive shift differential
as follows: 1997, '1998, 1999 - 2%.2000 - 3%.
An EMPLOYEES "hourly rate of pay" shall be deter
mined by the EMPLOYEES annual salary divided by two
thousand eighty (2080) and "per diem rate of pay"
shall be determined by multiplying the hourly rate
of pay by eight (8).
i."
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ARTICLE XII
OUT OF GRADE COMPENSATION
SEcrION 1: . . The EMPLOYER agrees that any EMPLOYEE who shall be
temporarily ass~gned by the Chief of Police or his designate to
perform the duties of a higher position, grade or rank, shall be
compensated at the same rate of pay of the higher position, grade
or rank, for all time so assigned. When an EMPLOYEEis assigned to
a duty of a lesser position, grade or rank, the EMPLOYEE shall be
compensated at his/her regular rate of pay.
SECTION 2: In the event an EMPLOYEE is temporarily assigned to
Derform the duties of another Dosition as referred to in SECTION 1
- -
of this ARTICLE, such EMPLOYEE shall receive such benefits of
ARTICLE VII as they may apply.
{ ..
-,-
\ .
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SECTION 1:
A.
B.
E.
. '_ '~A_"~"~_."_"',:",'::-;".= .
ARTICLE XIII
SICK LEAVE
. EMPLOYEES shall be allowed sick leave as follows:
The minimum charae for sick leave shall be one (1) hour
and multiples thereof.
A doctor I s certificate of "fit for duty" must be fur-
nished by a member returning to duty from sick leave in .
excess of seven (7) working da¥s.
c. Sick leave with pay is earned at the rate of fourteen
(14) working days each calendar year and may be accumu-
lated. '
D. The Chief may grant sick leave for sickness or disability
of a member or to a member who has been isolated or
quarantined because of exposure to a communicable
disease.
For leave purposes, pregn~cy shall be construed to be an
injury/illness/dis'ability and leave related thereto shall
be construed in accordance with this Article.
Commencement and duration of the leave will be determined
by physician advisories and if the EMPLOYEER deems it
necessary, verified by the EMPLOYER'S physician.
F. The Chief of Police may assign a member to any light duty
status within the department in lieu of full time sick
leave status as best suits the needs of the department.
23
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SECTION 2: The EMPLOYER agrees that, in the event an EMPLOYEE
notifies the EMPLOYER of his intention to retire in writing at
least twelve (12) months prior thereto, such EMPLOYEE will be paid
at his regular rate of pay for any sick leave accumulated and
unused up to a maximum of one hundred ten (110) days, for contract
years 1997 and. 1998, and one hundred fifteen (115) days for
contract years 1999 a~d 2000. .
A. The EMPLOYER agrees that any sickness or injury which is
shown to be service connected shall not be charged
against an EMPLOYEE'S accumulated sick leave credits.
- B. The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event of unforeseen
circumstances, hardship or extraordinary events, the
twelve (12) month notification clause shall be waived.
SECTION 3: The Chief may grant sick leave to a member who by
virtue of extreme hardship or extenuating circumstances due to
illness of the member's spouse or minor children under his custody.
and care, must provide immediate and personal care to them. Under
such circumstances, the member shall so advise the Chief of the
circumstances and the Chief or his. designate shall bear the sole
approval and continuation of such leave status.
SECTION 4: The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event of the death
of an active member, the member Is accumulated and unused sick
leave, as stipulated in SECTION 2 of this Article, shall be paid in
lump sum cash payment .to the member rs spouse or designated
beneficiary or estate in that order as is current and effective.
."
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SECTION 5:
.. . .~,
:.:::7"..: :-..=..,.:...';-.. .
.
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM:
A. The EMPLOYER agrees that any mental, physical ar ematian-
al prcblelli shc~u to. be ca~sed by stress related to. the
per~armance af a member's duties shall be covered by sick
leave.
B. The EMPLOYER will assist any EMPLOYEE with treatment
relative to.any symptamatic prablem assaciated with job
related stress as described in Sectian SA. Any treatment
pragram necessitated by the member's canditian which is -
approved by the Tawn Health Officer ar a physician or
specialist appointed by the EMPLOYER after all ather
funding saurces, exclusive o.f the-member's funding, have
been exhausted, shall be provided by the EMPLOYER. Such
programs can include drug/alcohal rehabilitation,
psychalagist or psychiatric treatment and /ar graup
therapy amang any others as applicable.
c. The ASSOCIATION agrees that the EMPLOYER shall nat be
baund by Sections SA and 53 if the EMPLOYEE ar member
invalved is guilty af the commissian af a crime other
than a traffic offense exclusive of felony level traffic
affenses.
D. The EMPLOYER agrees that any member who.is the victim of
a lang term serious illness o.r injury, as verified by the
Tawn Health Of£icer o.r designated physician, will be
carried an extended sick leave far a periad not to.exceed
ane (1) calendar year beyo.nd date af expiratio.n af earned
sick leave credits. Following the expiratian of this
grace periad, the EMPLOYER will seek to. invoke
appropriate disability alternatives under applicable-
- laws.
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ARTICLE XIV
FAHrLY DEATH LEAVE
SECTION 1:' 'A full timeEMPLOYEE shall be entitled, by reason of
death of any member of the "immediate family" to five (5) consecu-
tive working days leave with pay. One of these consecutive days
must be the day of the funeral.
A. Immediate family, as referred to in this Article shall
mean spouse, parent, grandparent, mother-in-law,
father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandchild,
brother, sister or child of the EMPLOYEE.
SECTION 2: A full time EMPLOYEE shall be entitled, by reason of
death of a member who is not a member of the immediate family
defined above, to two (2) consecutive working days leave with pay,
provided that such EMPLOYEE uses one (1) of such days to actually
attend the funeral of such deceased relative.
I .
\.
A. A family member who is not a member of the immediate
family as referred to in SECTION 2 above shall mean
grandparents of ',the spouse, aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law of either
spou.se.
SECTION 3: The foregoing provisions of this Article shall not
apply when an employee is off the payroll, such as, but not limited
to, layoff or suspension. Family death leave is not cumulative.
i\. .
'.
.
A. If an EMPLOYEEis on an approved paid leave such as, but
not limited to, vacation or holidays and a death of a
_ family member should occur, the EMPLOYEEmay notify the
Chief of Police or his designate and request to be put on
Death Leave. The EMPLOYEE must then reschedule the
remainder of his/her scheduled leave in accordance with
posted schedules and regulations.
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ARTICLE XV
VACATION LEAVE
All EMPLOYEES shall be entitled to the following
paid vacations:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Upon completion of one
working days.
(1) year of service, ten (10)
UDon the comcletion of five (5) years of service, fifteen
(15) working days.
Upon the completion of ten (10) years of service, twenty
(20) working days.
Upon the completion of fifteen (15) years of service,
twenty-five (25) working days.
Upon the completion of twenty
thirty (30) working days.
(20) years of service,
SECTION 2: Vacation leave shall be scheduled within each and
every respective division and unit (ex. Uniform Division Patrolmen
and Sergeants, Paramedic Unit, Detective Divisions, Youth Services
unit, etc.).
(
A. With respect to the Uniform Division, vacation leave
scheduling shall be divided into separate schedules for
Patrolmen, Police Officer Paramedic, Sergeants and
Lieutenants.
SECTION 3: Any vacation leave not used in a calendar year due
solely to a declared emergency as defined in this AGREEMENT shall
be monetarily compensatedfor in full based on straighttime pay of
the EMPLOYEE.,
,"
SECTION 4: Any EMPLOYEE entitled to vacation leave who shall
resign or have his employment terminated with or without cause
shall not forfeit his right to such vacation leave and shall be
paid the equivalent of that number of days based upon his straight
time pay. .,
, .
, .
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SECTION 5: Any EMPLOYEE entitled to vacation leave who may die
prior to his receipt of said leave for any year shall have an
amount equivalent to his pay for those days paid to his spouse,
beneficiary or estate.
SECTION 6: &~ D1PLOYEE entitled to vacation leave who becomes
ill, injured or -incapacitated, whether job related or not, prior to
the taking of such leave and is unaDle to return to work to claim
or use such vacation leave credits during that calendar year, shall
be compensated based on the EMPLOYEE'S straight time pay.
SECTION 7: Vacation leave shall be scheduled on the basis of
seniority in rank and as stipulated in SECTION 2 of this ARTICLE.
A. An EMPLOYEE may accumulate vacation leave up to and
including a-maximum of thirty (30) days. Annual credited
time may be transferred from one year to the next. Upon
retirement, death or separation from service of the
EMPLOYER, the EMPLOYEE and/or his beneficiary of their
estate shall be compensated in cash for the vacation
credit.
B. The use of accumulated va~ation leave is subject to the
approval of the Chief of Police and is not governed by
the guidelines established or in affect for the approval
of other leaves.
,
..,
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ARTICLE XVI
HOLIDAY LEAVE
SECTION 1: . . All ~LOYEES shall be entitled to the following
paid holidays or days celebrated as such:
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Memorial Day
Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Tha~~sgiving Day
Christmas Day
Martin Luther King Day
Washington's Birthday
Independence Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Day after Thanksgiving
One half day before Christmas and one half day before NeTil
Year's to be credited at four (4) hours each to employee's
compensatory time.
A. Ten holidays referred to in above shall be considered to
be scheduled holidays and taken as prescribed in Section
3. A.TJ.y additiona~ holidays over and above ten (10) days
shall be considered to be 'compensatory time and shall be
taken in accordance with compensatory time guidelines.
,.
. .
SECTION 2: In addition to the above, all EMPLOYEE'S shall be
entitled to any and all other days that may be granted by the TOWN
as a holiday for TOWN EMPLOYEES.
.....
SECTION 3: All EMPLOYEE'S shall be entitled to compensatory
time off for the foregoing holidays provided, however, that the
scheduling of such compensatory time off. shall be determined on the
basis of seniority in rank and provided further that no more than
five (5) consecutive days shall be scheduled for each EMPLOYEE from
January through June and from July through December. Signups for
holidays shall be made only after all employees have signed by
seniority for vacations.
SECTION 4: Any holiday leave not used in a calendar year due
solely to a declared emergency as defined in this AGREEMENT shall
be monetarily compensated for in full based on the EMPLOYEE'S
straight time.
(
'---...
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SEcrION 5: Any EMPLOYEE entitled to holiday leave who may
=ecc~e ill, i~jured or disabled, whether job related or not, prior
to the taking of such leave and is unable to return to work to
claim or use such holiday leave credits during that calendar year
shall be monetarily compensated based on the EMPLOYEE'S straight
time pay.
SECTION 6: Any EMPLOYEE entitled to holiday leave who may die
prior to his receipt oi said leave shall have an amount equivalent
to his pay for those days paid to his next of kin or estate.
SECTION 7: In the event that an EMPLOYEE notifies the EMPLOYER
of his intention to retire from service, in writing, at least
twelve (12) months prior thereto, said EMPLOYEE may, in lieu of
-. holiday leave, elect to be monetarily compensated for all the
entitled holidays as outlined in SECTION I above.
A. The EMPLOYE..~agrees that in the event of unforeseen
circurrtstances, hardships or extraordinary events, the
twelve (12) month notification clause shall be waived.
SECTION 8: 'Any EMPLOYEE entitled to holiday leave who shall
resign or have his employment terminated with or without cause
shall not forfeit his right to such holiday leave days worked and
shall be paid the equivalent of that number of days worked based
upon his straight time pay.
SECTION 9: The EMPLO;r:.::.;., agrees to compensate a regularly
scheduled EMPLOYEE or a replacement, needed to meet the minimum
manpower requirements, who works on any of the following holidays
at a rate of-two (2) hours for each hour worked based upon that
EMPLOYEE'S rate of pay. This compensation will be paid to all-"
EMPLOYEES who work on the actual calendar'holiday and not the Town
of Rotterdam celebrated holiday unless the Town of Rotterdam
celebrated holiday is the same as the calendar holiday.
_\
A. New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor
Day, Election Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas Day and Martin Luther King Day.
,
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ARTICLE XVII
COMPENSATORY LEAVE
SECTION 1: Compensatory leave credits shall be earned at the
rate of one and one half (1 1/2) hours per hour worked and shall be
credited to an ELIGIBLE ~1?LOYEE in lieu of moneta=y cc~~e~satio~
for time worked. The choice of monetary or compensatory leave is
subject to Article VII SECTION 5 with the exception of
non-replacement overtime which is fully at the EMPLOYEE'S choice.
SECTION 2: All EMPLOYEE'S may accumulate compensatory time to
a total of 480 hours. Compensatory time may be acc.umulatedbeyond
the work period ~~d carried over f=cm yea= to yea=. All compe~sa-
tory time over 480 hours must be paid in cash at the current rate
of pay.
A. All compensatory leave credits earned by an EMPLOYEE
shall be recorded in a manner and form outlined by the
DEPARTMENT. Earned leave credits are those which have
been approved by the Chief of Police or his designate.
SE<:TI0~ '3 ~ T~ rnp. event, of the' death of an EMPLOYEE who has
unused and accumulated compensatory leave credits, an amount equal
to the total amount of leave credits shall be 'Daid to the
EMPLOYEE'S spouse, beneficiary or estate based upon the EMPLOYEE'S
regular rate of pay.
SECTION 4: Any EMPLOYEE entitled to compensatory leave who
shall resign. or have his employment terminated with or without
cause shall not forfeit his right to such compensatory leave and
shall be paid the equivalent of that number of days or hours based
upon his regular rate of pay.
,'.
SECTION 5: Any EMPLOYEE
compensatory leave credits at
paid based upon the EMPLOYEE'S
480 hours.
who has unused and accumulated
the time of his retirement shall be
regular rate of pay to a maximum of
. .
SECTION 6: An EMPLOYEE may cash in accumulated compensatory
leave credits at a maximum rate of eight (8) hours per pay period.
\
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ARTICLE XVIII
PERSONAL LEAVE
SECTION 1: Personal leave days shall be credited
EMPLOYEE'S in hours at the rate of five (5) days per year,
entire term of the contract.
A.
B.
\
to all
for the
~_~ EMPLOYEE may acc~~ulate unused personal leave credits
to a maximum of ten (10) days. These accumulated credits
are exempt from the guidelines for approval of leave and
are subject to the approval of the Chief of Police.
Unless minimum manpower standards exist they shall be
approved when requested.
Personal leave credits which are not utilized by members
during the calendar year and exceed the maximum of ten
(10) days, may be applied to an EMPLOYEE'S sick leave
credits at the beginning of the next calendar year.
c. Any EMPLOYEE who is entitled to accumulated personal
leave credits who shall resign, retire or have his/her
employment terminated for' .any reason shall be entitled to
receive a lump sum payment for all personal accumulated
hours due. These payments shall be made concurrent with
final salary payments. In the event of the death of the
EMPLOYEE such lump sum payments shall be made to the
EMPLOYEE'S spouse, designated beneficiary or estate as
most currently specified.
D. Current Personal leave is that which is credited in a
calendar year. Current leave may be used at the
EMPLOYEE'S discretion within the guidelinesestablished
-in SECTION 1 of this Article.
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.. ARTICLE XIX
UNIFORM, EQUIPMENT, CLOTHING
SECTION 1: . ~nQ
allowance system.
clothing/equipment
EMP!'OYE? Ttlill maintain a clothing/equipment
Each EMPLOYEE will be allowed to order
each calendar year up to a maxirnw~ ~liount of:
1997-$750 1998-$800 1999-$850 2000-$900
SECTION 2: The EMPLOYER shall provide each EMPLOYEE
cleaning and repair of issued clothing/equipment as needed.
with
SECTION 3: The Chief of Police shall set methcc.s and procedu::es
by which the clothing allowance and cleaning will be administered.
SECTION 4: Necessary personal equipment used by members of the
Rotterdam Police Department while on duty, to include wrist
watches, prescription lenses, etc., shall be replaced and/or
repaired at the expense of the EMPLOYER when and if such items are
damaged or destroyed in the line of duty and are rendered unser-
vic~able provided, however, that the EMPLOYEE suffering such loss
must exhaust all possible me~s of reimbursement from other sourc~s
such as restitution, insurance, etc., before submitting a claim to
the TOWN ~~d the TOw~ shall only be held liable for replacement or
repair cost up to a maximum of one hundred ($100.00) dollars. The
EMPLOYEE must file timely, proper reports to the Chief of Police,
verified by the shift.supervisor concerning such loss.
( . .
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ARTICLE XX
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND IMPROVEMENT COURSES
The ASSOCIATION and the EMPLOYER are in agreement that it is in the
best interest of the Department and the Community that as many
EM?LOYEES as possible part.:.ci..;;;a':e in p:-ofessicnal t=aininq a~d
education courses whenever such courses are available. In order to
facilitate the availability of such courses to the members of the,
Department, the following guidelines are hereby adopted:
SECTION 1: The Chief of Police or his designate shall post on
designated bulletin boards located at the Department, announcements
of professional training courses, educational courses, option
improvement courses or any course or seminar that would afford an
EMPLOYEE an opportunity to improve the DEPARTMENTS or the
EMPLOYEE'S professional standing or knowledge.
SECTION 2: All EMPLOYESS shall have an opportunity to express'
their desire to par.ticipate in such courses and may do so by
signing for the position or course.
(
A. The ASSOCIATION agrees and realizes that the as-
signing of members to attend such courses or train-
ing and selection of those members shall be at the
sole discretion of the Chief of Police.
,"
SECTION 3: Compulsory' or ma.~datory courses or trainingshall be
arranged in such a manner so that any and all members required to
attend such C9urses or participate in such training programs shall
be able to do so during his/her regularly scheduled tour of duty.
In the event that such courses are not available during the
EMPLOYEE'S.regularly scheduled tour of duty, the Chief of Police or
his designate may alter that EMPLOYEE'S work schedule and/or tour
of duty to accommodate such training. Such alterations shall be
made prior to the effective date of the posted schedule when
possible.
c.
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ARTICLE XXI
SENIORITY AND PROMOTIONS
SECTION 1:
"
"
SENIORITY shall be determined by the EMPLOYEE'S
length of serv~ce as a Police Officer in the DEPARTMENT. In
determining the order of seniority between the members who join the
DEPARTMENT or are promoted on the same date, seniority shall be
determined by the order of their Civil Service mark. In the event
of equal marks, seniority shall be determined by lottery drawing
from names placed in container and drawn out one at a time.
Seniority by sequence drawn first to last -- first drawn most
senior, then on down. Exception - all Police Paramedics
appointed in 1980.
I\
A. Seniority for Patrolman appointed to the Detective
Division or Youth Service Unit by the Chief of Police
shall be determined by the date of such appointment.
B. An EMPLOYEE shall forfeit his seniority rights only for
the following reasons:
(1) Resignation'
(2) Dismissal without reinstatement
(3) Retirement
C. In the event that the Town Board reduces manoower of the
Police Department, seniority by date of initial appoint-
ment shall govern layoffs and recalls. The EMPLOYEE
lowest on the seniority list shall be the first laid off
and the last to be recalled.
D. The provisions of this section on seniority is subject to
any applicable laws which may affect employee rights and
status as a protected class.
"
,"
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SECTION 2:
positions of
regulated by
selection of
competitive
Commission.
PROMOTIONS - the EMPLOYER agrees that promotions to
staff and command levels shall be determined and
the Civil Service Law and rules calling for the
one of the top three (3) candidates, determined by
examination and certified by the Civil Service
SECTION 3: CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS- EMPLOYEES taking
departmental Civil Service promotior.al exami~ations shall receive
the following consideration or compensation in conjunction with the
examination date. An on duty employee shall be allowed time off.
with pay to complete a departmental Civil Service promotional
examination that occurs during the employee's tour of duty. An
employee scheduled to take the examination and scheduled to work
the shift immediately prior to the examination, shall be granted a
minimum of eight hours off duty with pay for the shift immediately
prior to said examination.
c.
SECTION 4: POLICE OFFICER PARAMEDIC PROMOTIONS- effective
January .1, 1987, the EMPLOYSR agrees that Police Officer Paramedics
are eligible for promotional exams in accordance with applicable
standards and reauirements of the New York State Civil Service
Commission.
A. When a Police Officer Paramedic is promoted to a first
level supervisory position the Police Officer Par~~edic
shall not be mandated to continue EMT-4 certification.
However, if the promoted officer wishes to so continue
the certification, the DEPARTMENT will support the
training requirement. .
B. Vacancies created by such appointments will be filled by
appointment of a Police Officer Paramedic only.
,
,"
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ARTICLE XXII
RETIREMENT AND RELATED BENEFITS
SECTION 1: . . The EMPLOYER shall provide all EMPLOYEES of the
Department, who duly elect, either a twenty (20) year non-contribu-
t~r7 special retire~e~t pl~~ section 384-d of the NYSP&F Retirement
System or a twenty-five (25) year non-contributory retirement as
set forth under the provisions of section 384 of the Retirement and
Social Security Laws of the State of New York which shall be noted
as the Special 25 year plan which provides an EMPLOYEE with a
retirement benefit of one half (1/2) of his final average salary
upon completion of twenty five (25) or more years of credited
service, and the cost thereof shall be borne totally by the
EMPLOYER .
SECTION 2: The EMPLOYER further agreesto provideall EMPLOYEES
of the Department, who duly elect, the provisions of section 375-i
and 375-g of the Retirement and Social Security Law (non contribu-
tory twenty (20) year career and new career plan) and the cost
thereof shall be borne totally by the EMPLOYER.
SECTION 3: The EMPLOP'...B, agrees to provide the benefits of
section 384-e, 1/60th of the N.Y.S.P.& P. Retirement Plan to all
eligible EMPLOYEES at no cost to the EMPLOYEE effective January 1,
1993. .
SECTION 4: The EMPLOYER further agrees to provideeach EMPLOYEE
of the Department with the provisions of subdivision 9 of section
302 of the Retirement and Social Security Laws of New York State
which shall allow an EMPLOYEE to have his pension computed on the
basis of his last twelve (12) months salary in accordance with the
aforementioned sections of law (PAS).
,
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SEcrION 5: Notwi ths-canciing any other provisions of this
AGREEMENT, the EMPLOYER agrees that in the event that "an EMPLOYEE
notifies the TOWN of his intention to retire, in writing, at least
twelve (12) months prior thereto, such EMPLOYEE may, in lieu of
holiday leave, elect to be monetarily compensated.for his entitled
holiday leave as indicated in ARTICLE XVI of this AGREEME~~, at a
rate equal to his straight time rate of pay.
A. The E:21?LOY'ZRagrees that in the event of unforeseen
circumstances, hardships or extraordinary events, the
twelve (12) month notification clause shall be waived.
SEcrION 6: The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event an EMPLOYEE
notifies the TOw~ of his intention to retire, in writing, at least
twelve (12) months prior thereto, such EMPLOYEE will be paid at his
regular rate of pay'for any unused and accumulated sick leave
credits up to a maximum of one hundred ten (110) days for contract
years 1997 and 1998, and a maximum of one h~~dred fifteen (115)
days for contract years 1999 and 2000.
A. The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event of unforeseen
circu.rnstances, hardship, or extraordinary events, the
twelve (12) month notifiqation clause shall be waived.
-.
.
SEcrION 7: The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event an EMPLOYEE
notifies the TOw~ of his intention to retire, in writing, at least
twelve (12) months prior thereto, such EMPLOYEZ will be paid at his
regular rate of pay for any unused and a~cu.mulatedvacation leave
credits u.p to a maximum of thirty (30) days.
A. The EMPLOYER agrees that in the event of unforeseen
circumstances, hardship or extraordinary event, the
twelve (12) month notification clause shall be waived.
SECTION 8: The EMPLOYER agrees that disputes regarding
eligibility for disability retirement shall be decided by an
arbitrator in accordance with THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RELATIONS BOA-~
(P.E.R.B)
i
<."
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ARTICLE XXIII
RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
SECTION 1: " " Memhers of the Rotterd~~ police Department hold a
unique status as public officers in that the nature of their office
and employment involves the exercise of a portion of the police
power of the municipality. The security of the community depends
to a great extent on the manner in which police officers perform
their duties. Their employment is thus in the nature of a public
trust.
SEcrION 2: The wide ranging powers and duties given to the
Police Department and its members involve them in all manner of
contacts and relationships with the public. o~t of these contacts
may come questions concerning the actions of members of the
DEPARTMENT. These questions or actions often require immediate
investigation by superior officers designated by the Chief of
Police or the TOWN BOARD.
SEcrION3: In an effort to insure that these investigationsare
conducted in a manner which is .conducive to good order and
discipline, the following rules and procedures are hereby adopted:
".
(
,
'-
.
A. Unless the exigencies of the investigation dictate
otherwise, the interrogation of an EMPLOYEE of the
DEPARTMENT shall be at a reasonable hour and if and when
possible, during the EMPLOYEE'S duty hours.
B. The interrogation of an EMPLOYEE shall take place at a
location designated by the investigating officer.
c. -The EMPLO~~L being interrogated or investigated shall be
informed of the nature of the investigation or interroga-
tion before the interrogation commences. If it is known
that the EMPLOYEE is a witness only, he shall be so
informed at the initial contact. The address of the
complainant and/or witnesses need not be disclosed,
however, sufficient information to reasonably qppraise
the EMPLOYEE of the allegations shall be provided.
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Any questioning shall be completed with reasonable
dispatch. Reasonable respites shall be allowed. Time
shall be provided also for personal necessities, meals,
telephone calls and rest periods as are reasonably
necessary.
The EMPLOYEE shall not be subjected to any offensive
language nor subjected to any threats whatsoever.
If an EMPLOYEE is under arrest or if he is a suspect or
the target of a criminal investigation, he shall be so .
advised and given his rights pursuant to law.
Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to limit the
rights of the EMPLOYER provided for in ARTICLE V of the
New York State Civil Service Law and elsewhere.
At the EMPLOYEE'S request, no interrogation shall take
place without a representative of the ASSOCIATION and/or
an attorney for the ASSOCIATION present.
SECTION 4: Each EMPLOYEE shall,have the right to examine his
personnel file in its entirety upon giving the Chief of Police
sufficient written notice in'advance of his desire to do so. If it
is the opinion of the EMPLOYEE that material has been improperly
placed therein or which is of an unjustified derogatory nature, he
may file a grievance iTI.accordance with ARTICLE XXV of this
AGREEMENT .
SECTION 5: All EMPLOYEES shall be given a written copy of ANY
material which is to become a part of his/her (201) personnel file.
40
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ARTICLE XXIV
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
SECTION 1: . . Discipline in whatever form shall only be imposed
for just cause and shall be so imposed on a fair and equal basis
for all EMPLOYEES regardless of rank, grade or seniority.
A.
SECTION 2:
A.
(
. B.
c.
.,
~...
No MEMBERwill be deprived of any right or benefit or in
any way disciplined except for just cause and by due
process of law.
DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
A MEMBERagainst whom removal or other disciplinary ac-
tion is proposed and who has received written notice
thereof Dursuant to SECTION 75 of the New York State Civ-
il Service Law, shall have the right to elect that the
following disciplinary procedure be followed in lieu of
the disciplinary procedures set forth under SECTION 75
and 76 of the New York State Civil Service Law.
If a MEMBER, upon receipt of written charges under
SECTION 75 of the New York State Civil Service Law,
elects to follow the procedure contained herein, said
MEMBER shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the
officer before whom the SECTION 75 hearing is scheduled
to be held, at. least four (4) working days before the
SECTION 75 hearing is scheduled, notice in writing that
- the MEMBER elects to have the disciplinary procedure
conducted pursuant to the procedure contained herein and
irrevocably waives the procedures set forth under SECTION
75 and 76 of the New York State Civil Service Law.
On service of notice of election to follow the contract
disciplinary procedures herein contained, the MEMBER and
the ASSOCIATIONshall be entitled to meet within one (1)
week thereafter wi th the ROTTERDAM TOWN SUPERVISOR or
designeeat the third step of the GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE set
forth in ARTICLE XXIII. The TOWN SUPERVISOR or designee
shall submit their decision in writing to the MEMBER and
the ASSOCIATION not later than one (1) week after said
meeting.
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If a satisfactory settlement has not been reached at the
third step, then on demand by both the ASSOCIATION and
the MEMBER, arbitration pursuant to ARTICLE XXV of this
AGREEMENT shall be conducted in accordance with the
proyisions of the aforesaid ARTICLE except as the same
may be inconsistent with the provisions of this SECTION.
Any MEMBER, against whom charges are preferred, shall be
permitted to be represented by counsel and allowed to
summon witnesses on their behalf. The burden of proving.
incompetency or misconduct shall be upon the party
alleging the same. The order of procedure shall be as
follows: The party alleging incompetency or misconduct
shall present their case first, following which the
MEMBER charged with incompetency or misconduct shall have
the opportunity to present their case, either in person
or by counselor by other representatives at their
election. No EMPLOYEE shall be suspended without pay
pending determination of charges or penalties.
F. If such MEMBER is found guilty of charges, the penalties
imposed shall not" exceed those authorized by SECTION 75
(3) of the New York State Civil Service Law. If the
MEMBER is exonerated, they shall. be restored to their
position as required by the arbitration award. If such
MEMBER is found to be guilty of all or any part of the
charges and in any way disciplined, a copy of the
charges, the MEMBER's written answer thereto, a tran-
script. of the hearing and the determination shall be
furnished to the MEMBER upon request without charge in
the manner provided by SECTION 75 (3) of the New York
State Civil Service Law.
.
G. Except as hereby modified, the provisions of ARTICLE ~l
shall apply to disciplinary arbitration.
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RESERVATION OF CIVIL SERVICE RIGHTS
A. The provisions of this Section shall not be interpreted
or applied so as to impair, diminish or surrender any of
the. rights of the ASSOCIATION or the MEMBER in the
bargaining unit under the New York State Civil Service
Law or any other applicable provision of law, provided
however, that nothing herein contained shall be construed
so as to entitle any EMPLOYEE charged W'ldersection 75 of
the NYS CIVIL SERVICE LAW with more than one hearing.
B. A member shall not be disciplined for acts, except those
which would constitute a crime which occurred more than
. nine months prior. to the service of the notice of
discipline.. The MEMBER I S whole record of employment,
however, may be considered with respect to the appropri-
ateness of the penalty to be imposed, if any.
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ARTICLE XXV
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
SEcrION 1: .
"
A grievance is a claim by
ASSOCIATION that a specific term of this
violated, misinterpreted or misapplied.
any MEMBER of the
agreement has been
SECTION 2: Nothing contained herein shall be construed to
restrict informal resolution of any grievance. No informal
resolution to which the ASSOCIATION is not a party to shall.
constitute a precedent for either party.
SECTION 3: T:-.e parties agree to provide each other with
available information necessary to the processing of any grievance.
SECTION 4: &~y MEMBER bringing a grievance may be represented
by the ASSOCIATION at any or all steps in the grievanceprocedure.
SECTION 5: Any grievance not filed or appealed from one step .to
the next within contractual time limits shall be deemed to have
lapsed and shall not procee~ further. Failure of the EMPLOYER to
answer at any step shall allow the" ASSOCIATION to proceed to the
next step at the expiration of five (5) working days after the
appropriate contractual time limit has lapsed.
SEcrION 6: Time requirements at any step may be waived by
mutual agreement between the EMPLOYER and the ~~~~.
SEcrION 7: The ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE and the GRIEVANT
shall be entitled to attend all steps of this procedure. The
ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE shall be released from regular duties
without ~oss of pay for the time to attend all steps of this
procedure.
,
,'.
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SEcrION 8:
STEP ONE
A.
B.
STEP TWO
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STEPS OF GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Grievances shall be discussed informally with th~
MEMBER'S DIVISION COMMANDER within five (5) days after
the grievance occurs or becomes known to the MEMBER, with
the intent of resolving the matter informally.
The DIVISION COMMANDER shall discuss the grievance with
the EMPLOYEE and shall make such investigation as .
necessary.
c. Within three (3) working days after the presentation of
the grievance, the DIVISION COMMANDER shall make their
decision and convey the decision to the member initiating
the grievance or the MEMBER'S ASSOCIATION.
A. If a MEMBER presenting a grievance is not satisfied with
the decision made by thei~ DIVISION COMMANDER, they may,
within five (5) .working. days thereafter, submit the
grievance for review and determination to the CHIE~ OF
POLICE.
B. Grievances submitted to the CHIEF OF POLICE shall be
submitted on the appropriate ROTTERDAM POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION GRIEVAi.'ICE'FORM with a copy of same being
served upon the DIVISION COMMANDER to whom the grievance
was originally presented.
c. Within two (2) working days from being served a copy of
-the appropriate ROTTERDAM POLICE BE~~OLENT ASSOCIATION
GRI:;OV-ANCE FORM the DIVISION CO~.A.1\IDER shall submit to the
CHIEF OF POLICE, a written statement of their information
concern.1.ng 't:n.e nature oE t!l-: gL'i<:::vCUiI..:O:::cuJ.~ f6.":'~.;; ~.::c.:':":-.;
to it.
D. The CHIEF OF POLICE shall respond in writing of -his/her
decision within five (5) working days thereafter.
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STEP THREE
A.
B.
STEP FOUR
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If the CHIEF OF POLICE'S reSDonse is not satisfactory,
-
the grievant shall have five (5) working days to submit
the. matter to the TOWN SUPERVISOR.
The TOWN SUPERVISOR shall schedule a TOw~ BO~RD hea~ing
to review the grievance within five (5) working days of
the submission and shall render a written decision within
ten (10) working days thereafter.
c. New evidence , testimony or arguments, as well as any
document, exhibit or other information submitted to the
~L0YER may be introducedby the MEMBERor the EMPLO~.:"<..
D. The TOWN BOARD hearing shall not be bOUo"1.dby formal rules
of evidence.
A. If the ASSOCIATION is not satisfied with the TOWN BO~.3.D' S
decision, the ASSOCIATION may file a demand for arbitra-
tion within five" (5) working days of the TOWN BOA?~'S
reSDonse.
B. No grievance may be submitted to arbitration except by
this ASSOCIATION.
c. Demands for arbitration shall be filed with the PD3LIC
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD and all arbitrationsshall be
conducted under the VOLUNTARY GRIEVANCE A..~ITRATION
RULES of PERB.
D. "The A..~ITRATOR shall not have the power to alter, auLend
or change any provision of this agreement.
E. The decision of
binding.
the ARBITRATOR shall be final and
F. The fees and expenses of the ARBITRATOR shall be'equally
divided between the EMPLOYER and this ASSOCIATION.
46
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ROTTERDAM POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
GRIEVANCE FORM
azTO: CHIEF OF POLICE - 'I'Ow~ OF ROTI'ERDAMPOLICE DE?AR~"T
FROM:
(last name) (first name) (middle ir..i tial)
SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING GRIEVANCE WHICH OCCURRED ON:
(date)
AGADrST:
AS A VIOLATION OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TOWN OF ROTI'ERDAM AND THE
RO.L..L'~AM BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
THE FACTS PERTAINING TO SAID GRIEVANCE ARE AS FOLLOWS:
SUGGESTED CORRECTION:
(Signature of Employee)
(Signature of P.B.A. President)
~....
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ARTICLE XXVI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEcrION 1:
'. Since all Police Officers are presumed to be subject
to duty twenty-:four (24) hours a day, any action taken by an
SMPLO~E withi~ the State of New Yo=k on his time off which would
have been appropriate if taken by an officer on active duty, if
present and available, shall be considered police action as if he
were there on active duty. No compensation shall be paid as
overtime or recall duty because of this act lli~lessapproved by the'
CHIEF OF POLICE.
SEcrION 2: In the event that an officer is faced with a claim
arising out of an incident related to his service with the
DEPAP.'I'M=:NT, the EMPLOYER will provide legal counsel for his
protection and hold him harmless for any financial loss except
judgment resulting from acts of willful misconduct, gross negli-
gence or actions not within the course or scope of employment.
SEcrION 3: The EMPLOYER will provide each EMPLOYEE with a copy
of the Department's Rules and Regulations in its entirety.
. .
Provisions of the Rules and Regulations that are inconsistent wit~
this AGREEMENT shall be modified accordingly.
SEcrION 4: EMPLOYEES who are required to use their personally
owned automobiles for official purposes shall be compensated by the
EMPLOYER at the rate of twenty-four cents ($.24) per mile. Such
use of personal vehicles is subject to assignment approval by the
CHIEF OF POLICE consistent with Rules and Regulations or Orders as
issued. Reporting for assigned duty at any designated TOWN
facility within the TOWN OF ROTTERDAM is exempted.
~
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ARTICLE XXVII
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE
SECTION 1: . . If any ARTICLE, SECTION or CLAUSEof this AGREEMEN:'
shall be adjudg~d invalid by operation of law or by any Court of
competent jurisdiction or if the compliance with and the enforce-
ment of any ARTICLE, SECTION or CLAUSE should be restrained by any
Court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this AGRE~~
shall not be affected thereby and the parties hereto shall enter
into immediate negotiations for the purpose of arriving at a .
mutually acceptable replacement for such ARTICLE, SECTION or
CLAUSE, if legally. permissible.
,
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J..RTICLE XXVIII
UNIFORM DIVISION - MINnruM MANPOWER STANDARDS AND
GUIDELINES FOR APPROVED T.W.~VES A-1ID REPL..~CEMENTS
SEcrION 1: The minimum manpower
Division shall be as follows:
FIRST Sl1.il~.L':
ONE ( 1 )
T1',iO ( 2 )
ONE ( 1 )
ONE ( 1 )
SECOND SHIFT:
standards for the
7:00 a~m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sergeant
Patrolmen
Police Officer Paramedic
Civilian Dispatcher
3:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
ONE(1) Sergeant
THREE (3) Patrolmen
ONE(1) Police Officer Paramedic
ONE(1) Civilian Dispatcher
THIRD SHIFT:
ONE ( 1 )
TWO (2)
ONE ( 1 )
ONE ( 1 )
.'"
11:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.
Sergeant
Patrolmen
Police Officer Paramedic
Civilian Dispatcher
50
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SECTION 2: '
A.
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TERMS RELATING TO THIS A..~TICLE
OVERTIME LIST: A roster of "all" personnel grouped by
rank and written by order of seniority shall be main-
tained in close oroximitv to the "oosted work schedule".
- - -
This list will reflect the number of times each officer
has worked, refu.sed and/or been mandated to work "o-,,-er-
time". Selection from this list shall be made by rank
with officers with the most seniority and least time
worked being offered overtime first. In the case of
"mandate", reverse seniority shall be used.
B. POSTING: Notice of "overtime" shall be oosted for review
and selection in close proximity to the "posted work
schedule" and shall remain posted for a period of "no
less than twenty-four (24) hours". Notification of
selection shall be made to the appropriate officer(s) in
writing on a form prescribed by the CRISF OF POLICE.
c. MANDATE: An officer working the shift immediately prior
to the shift with the vacancy shall be m~~dated to fill
the vacancy. Officers shall be mandated by "reverse
seniority" and once mandated shall be exempted from
further mandate u.~til all other officers working on the
affected shift have been mandated.
D. OFFIC~S' OF DIFFERENT RANI<:
(1) Patrolman may work as O.I.C.
(2) Police Officer Paramedic may work as Patrolman or
Patrolman/a. I. C., See Article V, Item # 17.
(3) Patrolman-Investigator or Investigator may work as
Patrolman or O.I.C.
-(4) Lieutenants may work as O.I.C.
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MORE THAN 4 HOURS BUT LESS THAN 8REQUESTS FOR LEAVE:
HOURS BEFORE DUTY
(1) Any request made for leave less than eight (8)
hours before the time of leave that does not affect
minimum manpower shall be granted.
(2) Arty request made fer leave less than eig1::t (8)
hours before duty but more than four (4) hours that
would reduce manpower below minimum manpower shall
be subject to the following:
(a) All personnel of similar r~~ that are on duty
at the time of the r:equest shall be polled.
If there are no officers willing to work on an
"overtime" basis to fill the vacancy, the
"overtime list" shall be used.
(b) If the vacancy cannot be filled in accordance
with Sub. 2 above, an officer shall be mandat-
ed. At no time will more than one (1) officer
be mandated to work per shift. Officer shall
not be mandated on the following days: July
4th, December 24th from 3:00 p.m. to December
26th - 7.:00a.m", December 31st from 3:00 p.m.
to January 1st":' 3:00 p.m., and Thanksgiving..
REQUEST FOR LEAVE: MORE THAN EIGHT (8) HOURS BUT LESS
THAN SEVENTY - TWO (72) HOURS BEFORE DUTY.
(1) Any request made for leave less than seventy-two
(72) hours before the time of leave that does not
affect minimum manpower shall be granted.
(2) Any request made for leave less than seventy-two
(72) hours before duty but more than eight (8)
hours that would reduce. manpower below minimum
shall be subject to the following:
(a) The "overtime list" shall be used.
(b) If the vacancy cannot be filled in accordance
with Sub. 2a above, an officer shall be man-
dated with as much notice as possible. At no
time will more than one (1) officer be mandat-
ed to work per shift. Officer shall,not be
mandated on the following days: July 4th,
December 24th from 3:00 p.m. to December 26th
- 7:00 a.m., December 31st from 3:00 p.m. to
January 1st - 3:00 p.m. and Thanksgiving.
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REQUEST FOR LEAVE: MORE THAN 72 HOURS BEFORE DUTY
(1) Any request made for leave more than 72 'hours
before the time of leave that does not affect
minimum manpower shall be granted.
(2). Any request made for leave more than 72 hours
before the tLme of leave that would reduce manpower
below miniillw" shall be subject to the following:
(a) The vacancy shall be posted for review and
signing.
(b) If the vacancy c~.not be filled in accordance
with Sub. 2a above, an officer shall be man-
dated with as much notice as possible. At no
time will more than one (1) officer be mandat-
ed to work per shift. Officer shall not be
mandated on the following days: July 4th,
December 24th from 3:00 p.m. to December 26th
7:00 a.m., December 31st from 3:00 p.m. to
January 1st - 3:00 p.m. and Thanksgiving.
F. POLLING OFFICERS OF SIMI~~ RANK
(1) Officers of a similar rank shall be polled first.
(2) If a vacancy, affecting minimum manpower cannot be
filled by polling of a similar rank, the following
procedure shall be used:
P'T'T, V~(,ANr.Y ~~'T". VAr.~NCVP'T"T,_ '='M'r V~(,~N(,Y
PTL.
,
MJ>..NDATE LT.
INV. O.I.C.
PTL.- PMC.
.
.'
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SEcrION 4:
A.
SERGEANT STAFFING
Requests for leave for Sergeants shall follow the sa~~
procedure as that of Patrolmen and Police Offici:~~
Paramedic except for the following provisions: '
(1) The MANDATE portions of the procedure.
(2) Whenever a vacancy is created by a regularly sched-
uled Sergeant and the manpower level of Patrolmen
and Police Officer Paramedic on that particular
shift are at minimum level, Sergeants shall be
polled for overtime. If the vacancy Cafu"1otbe
filled with a Sergeant, the Lieutenants shall be
polled. If the vacancy cannot be filled with a
Lieutenant, anO.I.C. shall 'be appointed and poll-
ing shall take place to replace the vacancy. If
the replacement officer has seniority, the replace-
ment officer shall become the O.I.C.
(3) Whenever a vacancy is created by a regularly sched-
uled Sergeant between Friday, 7:00 a.m. and Monday,
7:00 a.m., Sergeants shall be polled for overtime
regar,dless of manpower levels. If the vacancy
cannot be filled with a Sergeant, the Lieutenants
shall be polled. If the vacancy cannot be filled
with a Lieutenant, an O.I.C. shall be appointed
from the scheduled Patrolmen if manDower is ade-
quate.
,
"
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SECTION 5: Whenever a shift falls below minimum manoower as
described abov-eor a need arises where additional manpower is
needed, the following procedure shall be followed:
A.
B.
Whe~ a vacancy has been created causing a shift to fall
below.min~um manpower or a need arises where additional
manpc'.-ieris needed and the vacancy is created or the
manpower is needed seventy-two (72) hours or more before
the begi~Ling of that particular shift, the vacancy shall
be posted for review and signing of personnel.
(1) No officer shall be credited with a "refusal" for
not signing the posted overtime schedule.
When a vacancy has been created causing a shift to fall
below minimum manpower or a need arises where additional
manpower is needed and the vacancy created or manpower is
needed less than seventy-two (72) hours before the
begifuLing of that particular shift, no posting is
necessary and the "overtime" list shall be used.
(1) If an officer is called from the "overtime list"
and is unavailable or refuses the overtime, he/she
will be credited with a "refusal". (A refusal
shall be considered as a day worked).
(2) No officer shall be credited with a "refusal" if
he/she is already assigned to work or on any ao-
oroved leave.
SECTION 6:. In the everit that the above procedure regarding this
ARTICLE shall prove to be mutually unsatisfactory to the. DEPA...R.TMENT
and the ASSOC~ATION, a new agreement may be worked out between the
DEPARTMENT and the ASSOCIATION without affecting the other
provisions or ARTICLES of this contract"
.,
\
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SECTION 7:
A.
POLICE OFFICER PARAMEDIC STAFFING
Police Officer Paramedics requesting time off for
PERSONAL, COMPENSATORY or FLOATING HOLIDAY time in all
instances shall notify the DEP~~TMENT with as much time
as possible prior to the time off. Officers shall
receive the time as provided in the following procedure:
(1) If a request is received and can be granted without
reducing Police Officer Paramedic staffing below
minimum manpower, the request shall be granted.
(2) If a request is received and the paramedic staffing
falls below minimum manpower and a Police Officer
Paramedic on the connecting shift is polled and
agrees to work, the request shall be granted.
(3) If a request is received with four (4) hours or
greater notice and the shift falls below minimum
manpower and a replacement can be made using the
connecting shift polling or overtime list I the
request shall be granted.
(4) The mandate section of this Article as it may apply
to Police Officer Paramedics shall only be invoked
to fill a vacancy(s) created by:
(a) Sick Leave
(b) Death Leave
(c) Unapproved Absence or Leave
(d) Emergency(s) as defined in this Agreement
(e) Unforeseen circumstances as approved by the
CHIEF" OF POLICE.
(5) At no time will a scheduled Police Officer Para-
medic be used to work as a Patrolmen for the pur-
.pose of avoiding overtime.
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ARTICLE XXIX
ELASTIC CLAUSE, LEGISLATIVE AcrION AND SIGNATURES
SEcrION 1: . ELASTIC CLAUSE - The EMPLOYERagrees that notwith-
standing any proyisionscontained in the AGREEMENT, nothing herein
shall be deemed to limit, restrict or remove any benefit, right or
other thing which each EMPLO~~ may now have or be entitled or may
hereinafter be entitled, pursuant to rules, regulations or other
directives heretofore or hereinafter established.
SEcrION2: LEGISLATIVE ACTION - PURSUANT TO SECTION 204-A OF
THE TAYLOR LAW. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATION TIME ACTION TO
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
(
SEcrION 3: Article XI, SALARIES, LONGEVITY AND SHIFT DIFFEREN-
TIAL shall be retroactive to January 1, 1997. The remainder of the
agreement shall commence on the date of the signatures below, and
the entire agreement shall ~ontinue'in full force and effect ~~til
December 31, 2000 or until a new agreement is duly executed to
replace this agreement whichever is later.
SECTION 4: SIGNATORY - In witness of accord reached by this
agreement, the parties thereto hereby set their hand:
BY.
SU'Dervisor.
I~ ~Dk'7
~
on behalf' of the TOWN BOARD, TOWN OF ROTTERDAM, Authorized by
Resolution NO.~
,
,"
ASSOCIATION - ROTI'ERDAM PATROLMEN' S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, mc.
,. {"C)/~/7'7
D~te
,t.
Stairs, P.B.A. President
on behalf of the ASSOCIATION:
ASSOCIATION.
Authorized by majority vote of the
~,
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APPLICABLE LAWS
ASSESSMENTS
BASIC WORK
CLOTHING .
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
COMPESATORY LEAVE
COURT BEARING TIME
DEATH LEAVE
DEFERRED COMPENSATION
DEFINITIONS
DENTAL INSURANCE
DISABILITY INSURANCE
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
DUES
ELASTIC CLAUSE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
EQUIPMENT
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
GRIEVANCE FORM
HOLIDAY LEAVE
JURY DUTY
-
LEAVE REQUESTS
LEGAL COUNSEL
LEGISLATIVE ACTION
LIFE INSURANCE
LONGEVITY PAY
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
MEDICAL INSURANCE
MIse. PROVISIONS
MINIMUMMANPOWER STANDARDS
OVERTIME
PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
PERSONAL LEAVE
PROMOTIONS AND PROMOTIONAL EXAMS
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
RECALL
RECOGNITION
RETIREMENT
RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
SALARIES
SCHEDULES
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4
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SENIORITY
SEVERABILITY CLAUSE
S~.J.' DIFFERENTIAL
SICK LEAVE
SIGNATORY. .
TOUR OF DUTY
TR..UNING
UNIFORM, EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING
VACATION LEAVE
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